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I have often asked the almighty, just tell me what it is 
that you will have me do and I will obey. 
It is clear to me now that the Choices I made in my life 
would not be possible without the timeless of those 
people that were placed in my path, seemingly at the 
right moment. Neither they nor I understood it at the 
time, but as I have grown, I realize that I was not ready 
for the calling that I am to observe. Each people 
provided a lesson in preparation for the role He has for 
me. And yet, I trust that I too gave back as they gave 
unto me.  
Corinthians 1, 5, Jeremiah 29, 11, Timothy 1, 5 and John 
1, 5 
 



 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 
Never in my life did I ever dream of writing books, even 

though I have always loved writing. Nevertheless, when 

it came time to write the dedication, I always wondered 

what other authors who have written multiples books do. 

I already dedicated Buck Seventy-Two to the people who 

I thought were instrumental in my development, so I have 

decided that after you finish reading Life Choices and you 

complete the exercises that you should dedicate this 

book to someone special. 

 
I ______________________ dedicate this book to  
 

_________________________________________ 
 
Date: ____________________________________ 
 
Special Message: ___________________________ 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
The mission of this short book is to explore and discover 

our hidden self. Knowing WHO you are is crucial. I am not 

a doctor, nor a psychologist. I am, however, a firm 

believer that we must understand ourselves before we 

can truly be free. For me, it was only after I took a deep 

look into my past that I discovered WHO I am, because I 

then understood, “WHY” I am. Discovering your past will 

reveal those hidden and suppressed feelings – and allow 

your ambitions and talents to thrive.  

 

Life Choices will give you suggestions and guidelines on 

the power to change – to make choices that benefit you, 

your loved ones, your community, your workplace and 

even the world. I, for one, want you to follow your 

dreams and achieve your goals. Life Choices will help you 

to succeed in business, improve relationships, develop a 

positive attitude, become healthy – physically, mentally 

and spiritually – achieve financial prosperity, and have 

more fun in life. Self-Satisfaction™ through Life Choices 
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is about you, your satisfaction and your happiness. By 

using these principles and going through the exercises 

prescribed in this book, you will discover how to turn your 

goals and dreams into reality. I hope reading this book – 

and Buck Seventy-Two – will spur you to action. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LIFE CHOICES 

 
 
When people are faced with adversity, they have a 

choice: they can break under pressure or they can temper 

the flame and come out strong as steel. I cover this 

subject in my memoir, Buck Seventy-Two, A Destiny of 

Will, as well as in this Life Choices book. Both works deal 

with the struggles of life, but these works also focus on 

changing from within. We all know that we have choices 

in life. How we decide which choices to accept and to live 

by is another matter.  

At this very moment we are exactly where we want to be 

in life; if not, we would do something about it – change. 

Famed NCAA basketball head coach at Duke University, 

Mike Krzyzewski (Coach K), touts in his book, Leading 

with the Heart, “NO EXCUSES,” as his outlook on life and 

in business.  
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Do I believe that people have had hardship in life? 

Absolutely. Do I believe that it is tough for them? No 

question. But do I believe we can be successful in spite of 

these obstacles? I am certain and I am proof. 

“Choose to Conquer”…nothing happens until we begin to 

believe in ourselves…Nothing! Football coach Lou Holtz 

states that people often talk about having dreams, which 

is positive, but dreams are just “dreams,” without taking 

action. Nothing happens until we “commit our dreams 

and put our minds to work.” In choosing to conquer, it is 

best to work toward healing and forgiving; if not, you may 

find yourself looking for answers in other people. Those 

answers may never come, so we must believe in 

ourselves! 

Two other culprits to guard against: 

1. Most of us are not aware that we set 

internal “rules” that keep us from 

becoming successful. Our minds allow us 

to talk a good game; however, if we are 

not prepared, we violate our own internal 

rule. We find ways to sabotage ourselves. 

We could reason that these are not rules 

but doubts or fear. Author and good friend 

Adonis “Sporty” Jeralds writes in Let Your 

Light Shine that he had an opportunity to 

break 80 in his golf game, which he had 
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never done before. He was playing well – 

with just three holes to go. “All I needed 

was a par and two bogeys to shoot 79.” He 

proceeded to get the two bogeys and one 

double bogey to finish the round at 81.  His 

mind soon questioned his ability. He said 

to himself, “You rarely practice. Why 

should you be able break 80?” He 

concluded that self-doubt contributed to 

the bogey binge, which in the end 

sabotaged his game and success. 

We see sabotage at work every day. It is an 

undercurrent that blocks us from our 

deepest desires and goals. We use all kinds 

of methods to prevent us from moving 

forward, such as procrastination (it is 

much easier to talk about something 

endlessly than it is to actually succeed) 

and distraction (making yourself so busy 

that there’s no room in your life for the 

things that truly matter to you). We have 

half-baked ideas, often without proper 

planning, without practice and, before you 

know it, we are wondering what 

happened? 

Fear is just as damaging because we don’t 

think we are worthy, “I don’t belong.” “No 
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one is going to think it is a good idea.” “I’m 

wasting my time.” “I don’t’ matter.” All 

these self-defeating statements are fears 

we all face. It’s the negative self-talk that 

bubbles underneath every worthy 

endeavor. Unless we can ignore these 

statements, we won’t be able to get past 

the first step of a project. You have to put 

a damper on the inner critic, especially 

when you are starting out.  

2. Whether we know our parents or not, 

we still have their DNA, which makes us 

who we are – the good, the bad and the 

ugly. There is no escaping those genes; 

however, we can identify and categorize 

those traits to better understand who we 

are; the makeup of our character. We 

don’t have to throw up our hands and just 

say to ourselves those are the cards we’ve 

been dealt and there’s nothing we can do 

about it. We can choose the traits we want 

to enhance and diminish the ones that are 

causing us problems. (We will discuss 

Character in the next segment of Life 

Choices.) 
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I believe everyone is entitled to “Self-Satisfaction through 

Life Choices.” The mission of this short book is to explore 

and discover hidden ambitions and talents. All too often, 

we really don’t know who we are or what we want out of 

life. Our current behavior is often driven by an 

unconscious remembrance of our past. This book will 

help you focus on the inner you, to help map and 

understand the choices you make. Once you truly look 

inward, you can see the outside more objectively. 

First let me say that I commend you for reading this book. 

And, if you are like me, born without a silver spoon in your 

mouth (in other words, poor with no one to depend on) 

consider yourself one of the lucky ones. In so many ways 

you are far more advanced than many of your peers 

because you already know how to survive! You already 

know the demands of life. You already know how to 

endure on little or no money. You already know what to 

do if you don’t have transportation. You already know 

what to do if you are the head of the household and still 

have to provide for your family, even if you are sick. If you 

are a foster/kinship student, you already know the 

consequence of adapting to unusual circumstances. 

All things are possible, if you have a plan, make a 

commitment and refuse to give up! You can achieve 

whatever it is that you desire. You just have to recognize 

that not all things are satisfying. We all know you can 

have all the money in the world, but it doesn’t necessarily 
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guarantee happiness. Why do people with money get 

into so much trouble? We read about these people daily 

in the media; Justin Bieber, Bobby Brown, Lindsey Lohan, 

Brittney Spears, Paris Hilton, Kidd Rock, Mel Gibson and 

the list goes on.  

In fact, when money is at the center of our thinking, we 

lose creativity. Paul Sloane, the author of Lateral Thinking 

Puzzlers and The Leader’s Guide to Lateral Thinking Skills, 

writes, “[Limited] resource[s] constraints actually 

engender creativity, and that if we are given unlimited 

resources to solve a problem, we often come up with 

solutions that cost too much and are over-engineered.” 

Throwing easy money at a complicated problem usually 

doesn’t get you far, but, time and time again, individuals 

have become extremely inventive when funds are in 

short supply. Some of the most creative and profitable 

ventures – Apple, Mattel, Google, Disney, Amazon and 

Hewlett-Packard – started in back rooms or garages. 

Being “hungry” has its advantages.  

 Are you living someone else’s dreams? Living life 

through them?  Parents are often guilty of living 

vicariously through their children. They are 

intimately invested in their kids’ trophies or 

graduate degrees. And sometimes married 

people live in the shadow of their spouses. They 

consider their spouses’ achievements as a 
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personal reflection of who they are. While it is 

always commendable to be proud of another 

person’s victories, everyone deserves to shine in 

their respective roles. Sacrifice too much of your 

personal development (by putting all your 

energies into another person) and 

disappointment will eventually catch up to you. 

It’s a much saner approach to develop your own 

capabilities so you can complement another 

person’s success. That’s living life harmoniously. 

 How do we develop our capabilities? It’s 

important to distinguish the inside person from 

the outside person first. Personality is what you 

display – it shows. It is how people understand 

you. You manner, your temperament, your flair, 

your style. Character, on the other hand, is 

something you can’t see, you can’t hear, but other 

people can feel it immediately. It’s your 

signature, it marks who you are from the tip of 

your head to the very core of your soul…it’s the 

part of you that determines right from wrong, 

provides an outlook on life and illuminates your 

being. It is also one of the determining factors in 

whether people trust you – or not. 

 Take personal responsibility for your happiness. 

We are where we are in life by choice, so do not 

blame others. That’s a hard pill to swallow 
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sometimes. It’s so much easier to blame our lack 

of funds or education on being born poor. Or our 

lack of opportunity on being born in the wrong 

century or culture. Remember Coach K’s advice: 

no excuses. If we want to be rich, we can be. If we 

want to go to school, we can. If we want to find a 

terrific partner, there are innumerable outlets for 

that as well. Zero in on your desires. Carve out 

your niche. Put your dreams into action mode. We 

are where we are in life – by choice. 

The above bullet points need to be considered, but I 

really want this mission charge to focus on you. As you 

read this book and Buck Seventy-Two, I have to remind 

you that I started out not knowing the real “me.” And I 

suspect many others have been searching to find 

themselves as well. Given that, I highly encourage you to 

read and complete the tasks outlined below. Don’t worry; 

they can be completed in any order. The point is to start 

and commit to the process. This exercise will help you 

understand “YOU” and help you heal and finally lift your 

heart to allow you to move forward. 
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LIFE C.H.O.I.C.E.S. 

 

C - CHARACTER AND CREED 
(WHO YOU ARE) 
 

H - HEROES, HONESTY and HEALING 

 

O - OBLIGATIONS and OBSTACLES 
(KEEP YOUR COMMITMENTS) 
 

I - IMAGE (INTERNAL and EXTERNAL) 

 

C - CARING and CARELESSNESS 

 

E - EMBRACING and EMPOWERING 
(YOUR MIND) 
 

S - STARTING, STOPPING and SATISFACTION 
(BREAK THE CYCLE) 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 = CHARACTER AND CREED 

 

 

Character is an evaluation of an individual's moral 

qualities. The concept of character implies a variety of 

attributes, including the existence of virtues, such as 

integrity, courage, fortitude, honesty and loyalty as well 

as good behaviors or habits. The concept of moral 

character is not specific to a particular religion, culture or 

country.  

Here is what Coach K had to say about character in 

speaking to student athletes during their first team 

meeting. He said he always tell the recruits about how he 

became a head coach. It was after he graduated from 

West Point. He was now serving active duty in the Army 

at the rank of Lieutenant. He wanted to play basketball, 

but as an officer, he was not allowed to play ball with the 

enlisted men. Sometime later, his former West Point 

Army General was assigned his command and 

C 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Culture
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Country
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subsequently changed the rule, stating that if they are 

going to have a basketball team, he wanted the best team 

they could have, which allowed Coach K to play; in fact, 

he later became the head coach. Every year Coach K tells 

this story to his newly formed team. "There's already 

been a decision made here at Duke that we're going to 

have a basketball team. So we're going to have the best 

damn team we can possibly have. That's why all of you 

are here today. You were recruited specifically for this 

purpose. Each of you is special. I don't want you to ever 

forget that." 

Coach K recounted that even though their first formal 

practice was still six weeks away he was already 

comfortable with the kids on his team because of Duke’s 

rigorous and thorough scouting efforts. He spent a great 

deal of time recruiting them from all over the country. At 

Duke, he said, “We search for good kids with strong 

character, not necessarily kids with great talent who can 

play, but great individuals who are willing to be part of a 

team and who are coachable. I've worked hard to get to 

know all of them. And even if I don't yet understand every 

aspect of their personalities, at least I know the fabric of 

who they are. I like them as players and as people.” 

Coach K insists on Character over talent. 

Integrity is a characteristic that belongs to people who 

are self-actualized. Self-knowledge heightens a person's 

integrity. According to Abraham Maslow, a noted 
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psychologist, having integrity takes time to develop and 

doesn’t become a priority until other needs are met. It's 

at the top of Maslow's pyramid. But before reaching self-

actualization and having integrity, you have to first have 

needs like food and water, love and care from 

friends/family and self-confidence. Developing integrity 

means you have to base your actions on an internally 

consistent framework of principles. Depth of principles 

and adherence to each level are key determining factors. 

Integrity is developed to the extent that everything a 

person does and believes is based on the same core set 

of values. “Beyond the routine of needs fulfillment, 

Maslow envisioned moments of extraordinary 

experience, known as peak experiences, which are 

profound moments of love, understanding, happiness or 

rapture, during which a person feels more whole, alive, 

self-sufficient and yet a part of the world, more aware of 

truth, justice, harmony, goodness and so on. Self-

actualizing people have many such peak experiences. In 

other words, these peak experiences or states of flow are 

the reflections of the realization of your human potential 

and represent the height of personality development.” 

This does not mean that a person should rigidly hold on 

to values that don’t enrich life. Instead when the action 

fails to achieve the desired effect, a change of principles 

is indicated. Accountability is achieved when a faulty 

principle is identified and changed to produce a more 
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useful action. Be willing to change, but only if the change 

benefits you and others. 

 

  

 

Character is present even when you are alone and not 

being watched. Have you ever asked yourself why do you 

do certain unsavory things in Las Vegas or New Orleans? 

You rationalize that it’s OK to let loose – leave Character 

at home – when out of your normal routine. After a 

particularly boisterous trip, you might even ask yourself 

who you really are. Do you know? Are you predisposed to 

do certain things; to behave in a certain way? Just as 
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important you might wonder if you have been 

suppressing a behavior in your everyday life that needs 

expression (but only under certain “acceptable” 

circumstances). If you are brave enough to ask yourself 

these questions, you might notice how you 

compartmentalize your behavior (and wear plenty of 

masks). There’s a divide in self – and that will usually 

mean you are in conflict with yourself. Self-actualized 

people don’t experience this kind of behavior. People 

who have a good understanding of who they are don’t 

have that same desire to live out their darkest secrets 

when no one is watching. Their behavior is synchronized 

with their values. They live in harmony with themselves; 

their insides match up with their outsides. 

Exercise #1: Who Am I? 

In this exercise, get a clean sheet of paper 

and a pen, select a quiet place with no one 

around and write down your thoughts (get 

rid of the internal critic – no judgment). 

Maybe something you have never told a 

soul…things that perhaps you hesitate to 

think about or admit to yourself. These 

thoughts don’t have to be bad things; they 

could be items you simply don’t want to 

discuss. It could be a crush you had on 

someone, or a letter you should have 
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written to someone years ago to ask for 

forgiveness, or a note to thank someone for 

being there, for their kindness and support. 

It’s a productive way to face your demons 

and angels and, ultimately, banish or 

embrace them. Then ask yourself, Why do 

you do the things that you do? Open up and 

be honest. If you can’t be honest with 

yourself, then you can’t be honest with 

anyone else. 

Once you have finished discovering what 

brews beneath the surface, and you finish 

writing your truth, here comes the exciting 

part: seal your note in an envelope, write a 

short message on the outside. Write … My 

Confession, My Secret, My Forgiveness. You 

get the idea. If you happen to live near an 

ocean, you could place the envelope in a 

bottle, securing it tightly and tossing it in the 

water as you watch it float out of sight. Do 

this so you can free your mind and heart. If 

an ocean is hundreds of miles away, address 

the letter to the North Pole or Siberia and 

mail it. (Note: the Post Office has a Dead 

Letter Department and they may open it if 

they can’t figure out its intended addressee; 

they may even try to establish the sender to 
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return it to you, unless it’s addressed to 

Santa or some Higher Power.) Other options 

are to simply put it in the trash. If you really 

want to express your feelings to a specific 

person, by all means, send it to that person. 

Provided the letter is honest, sincere and 

responsible, they will appreciate your effort. 

Why go to all this trouble? The real benefit 

is that you will finally be able to tell your 

story without shame, embarrassment or 

misplaced guilt. 

The forgoing exercise was not about secrets. Rather it’s  

about honesty. This exercise will help you to understand 

your Creed – what you believe in, your values and 

principles. We have a lot of untested opinions about the 

things we are for or against, such as religion, health, 

fitness, nature, cursing, smoking, sports, water, shopping 

on Sunday, baggie pants or the space mission. Try to 

formulate your ideas – bring cohesion to them. See if they 

jive with the person you really are – or want to be. If you 

consider yourself a health enthusiast, then maybe you 

have to think twice about your smoking. If you consider 

yourself a compassionate person, maybe you need to 

donate your time or money more often. If you consider 

yourself spiritual, then maybe you need to reexamine 
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your frequent bouts of road rage. This exercise should 

help you get your values in alignment with your behavior. 

When you write a letter from your heart, it encourages 

you to unlock hidden parts of your past and what you’ve 

suppressed. If you don’t know where to begin, write 

down a word, any word, a thought that comes to mind. 

Do this every day. Soon your writing will take on a life of 

its own. Then share a time and life of healing with those 

you love, share it with young men and women who are 

struggling, share your newfound sense of self with 

educators, coaches, parents, share it with your place of 

worship. Most importantly, share it with someone who 

helped you along the way or someone you need to 

forgive or seek forgiveness from. 

Maybe you have been wondering what makes you tick for 

years – and have spent a good deal of time trying to 

plumb the inner depths of your true self – but you still 

can’t figure out what made you react so poorly when the 

checkout clerk accidentally shortchanged you. If your 

inexplicable reactions sometimes puzzle you, then it’s 

important to deepen your understanding of where these 

reactions are coming from. 

What stimulates us to action and how do we determine 

our response once stimulated? While I’m not a 

psychologist, I offer this segment from practical 

experience. I have studied crowd management and 
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crowd control for a good part of my career and would like 

to offer the following observations – to provide some 

insight on the root cause of some of our behavior – our 

reactions. 

When there is an action, most times, there’s a reaction. 

In the best case scenario, people often celebrate when 

something significant has been achieved. They may 

celebrate the joy of a kiss they’ve received from someone 

they’ve longed for many years. They may celebrate the 

birth of a child, winning a game or lottery, graduating 

from school or climbing a summit. The emotions we feel 

produce enormous energy and excitement within us. This 

energy must be released in some fashion. Usually we are 

not aware of this heightened energy or adrenalin that has 

built up – or how to release this energy. 

Cause and effect: We all handle our emotions differently. 

In celebrating something, the mere process of going 

shopping to buy a special gift for someone, wrapping it 

and planning the surprise disperses some of this 

heightened energy. Dancing, playing a game, reading a 

book, eating a favorite food or drinking are forms of 

activities that we use to release our minds and body of 

the energy, stimulated by the excitement we 

experienced. We are celebrating another person’s 

success and that is a good thing. 
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On the flip side, negative reactions are created when we 

have something at stake – riots, disturbances, emotional 

outbursts and fighting. Have you ever wondered why it is 

unusual to see fights, riots or crowd crushes at 

Disneyland, Six Flags or some other get-away 

destinations?” It’s because usually these events have 

nothing at stake. Such events draw people who are 

generally off work, on vacation and are not in a hurry. 

They are not there to win a game, a match, a contest or 

an argument. They’re there for the sole purpose of being 

entertained or to experience the relaxing effects of the 

journey. Vacationers seem to be on their best behavior, 
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more tolerant and are more forgiving, unlike those who 

attend an event or function for a specific objective.  

Loyal, staunch supporters cheering for their college team 

to win the National Championship may have a lot at 

stake. If their team wins, then “they’ve won” and that 

gives them bragging rights. This victory also gives 

supporters a sense of power, and the right to claim their 

badge of honor. A team loss means they have lost their 

bragging rights; they have to face their children, parents 

or friends and admit to a disappointing outcome. This 

dejection causes them to feel let down. In many people 

this dejection manifests itself into anger.  

Anger, as with other emotions, has to be released. This 

energy is much more volatile than the celebratory 

energy. It builds much faster within us. It is our control or 

lack of control over this release that may cause problems. 

Again, we all handle our emotions/energy differently; 

some people shout, some laugh, some exercise, some 

sing, some take it out on others, some fight, and some 

people try to rid themselves of this negative emotion in 

whatever situation presents itself. 

How we release this energy (negative or positive) 

depends upon many factors. Dr. Steven Covey, in his book 

The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People, states that 

the period between “Stimulus” (an incident) and our 

“Response” to it is that window of time that we decide 
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what our response is going to be. According to Covey, the 

location of this recording is in our cerebral cortex. The 

experience may not always be conscious, nevertheless 

it’s there waiting for something to trigger it, to turn it on, 

to start the engine or put it in motion. 

Our reactions often come from our belief system, which 

is developed at a very young age and is locked away in 

our long-term memory. When stimulated, we invoke 

those beliefs and respond accordingly.  

Triggering reactions: People have millions of issues lying 

dormant in their minds. At any given time, emotions can 

explode like a volcano. Often our senses – seeing, 

hearing, smell, taste – recall a past experience that’s 

similar to the activity at hand. That past experience 

applied to our core principles and values within us guides 

our actions. Will we remain in check or will we explode 

when faced with adverse conditions? 

We can often tell when a person has been triggered. Their 

more aggressive movement, tone of voice and 

concentrated or intense look are signs. At this stage, they 

are armed with “Cause.” Energized by emotion and 

standing ready to defend, they justify their actions based 

on their belief of right and wrong. They believe that any 

person in this circumstance would do the exact same 

thing and “they have no other choice.”  
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No one wants to be wrong, so our minds look for a way 

out of a negative situation. While we are engaged in a 

dispute, we wait and listen for “trigger words,” words 

that we can lock onto to justify our actions. Once we’ve 

found that word, we repeat it back to the person over and 

over again. This is our OUT, a justification for the action 

we took or are about to take. 

Remember when you were a kid and someone would call 

your mother or father a name? You had to defend their 

honor. Perhaps someone cut you off in traffic or took 

your parking spot or jumped ahead of you in line or the 

referee made a bad call or the ticket agent caused you to 

miss your flight? These are all triggers that we must be 

aware of and guard against. (Alcohol and drugs can also 

dull our senses and our ability to rationalize and think 

clearly. We may drive 70 miles per hour when we would 

ordinarily drive 55.) 
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I recommended that you spend some time getting to 

know yourself for this very reason. The more you know, 

the less likely it is you will be seized by a trigger from your 

past. You will be able to retreat, rethink and respond 

without all the baggage of the past surfacing and clouding 

your vision. Learning about self is the key to emotional 

health. 

Often I do an orange test at the seminars and workshops 

I give. It’s a good way to determine whether you are 

experiencing a trigger or a current emotion. 

Exercise #2: The Orange Test 

Close your eyes, free your mind for a 

moment, just relax. Take a few deep breaths. 

Now open your eyes and follow these simple 

instructions: Pretend you are placing an 

orange in your hand. You are looking at it – 
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you can see its shape and feel its weight and 

you can feel the texture of its skin. Place it on 

the counter and roll it back and forth, pushing 

it hard, watching the juice being released 

from the outer skin as you roll. Now imagine 

taking a knife, and slice the orange in the 

middle, slowly cutting. You can see the juices 

oozing. Pick up the half. Hold it still and 

examine it. Now raise it up to your open 

mouth. Without hesitation, BITE! What did 

you taste? 

 

Do you enjoy the fruit? Because you have done this test 

with purpose and mindfulness, have you experienced it 

as a new sensation? Or do you spit out the orange 

because you have a very negative memory of oranges 

because that was the only gift you were given one 

Christmas morning? The point is you should really 

question what’s going on when you have a strong, 

negative or positive reaction to someone or something. 

Ask yourself if it’s real (based on your gut or intuition) or 

if this reaction harkens back to an earlier time – some 

unresolved or unexamined aspect of your earlier life.    



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 = HEROES, HONESTY AND HEALING 

 

 

The heroes in my life, I call them “People of Honor” 

Every one of us has someone in our lives who has made a 

difference. Often that influence is not apparent until 

years later. As I reflect on my own life, I have three 

significant individuals who helped shape my life and 

made me the person I am today.  

The first significant influence came from my late 

grandfather, Charlie William, who was born in 1883 and 

lived a long, productive life. I remember him as a quiet 

and gentle man. I don’t know much about my 

grandfather’s history. Questioning my mother revealed 

very little. Back then parents didn’t speak to children 

about personal matters. But after I grew up, I learned my 

grandfather owned his own farm (not a tenant farmer, 

H 
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which was a typical status for Black farmers in those 

days). He cultivated 150 acres of land that he purchased 

and managed. Given the circumstances during his era, it 

must have been a challenge for a man of color (not to 

mention the normal farming hardships of saving, 

negotiating deals, rigorous physical labor and bringing his 

harvest to market that he needed to succeed). He was a 

man of honor and dignity and I appreciate his guidance. 

My mother never knew her lineage. It was said that a 

white couple raised my grandfather. I spent many hours 

in the New York historical archives researching my family 

history, but I could only determine my grandfather 

changed his last name three times and that his mother 

was a Mulatto, and her mother was as well. This discovery 

signaled that my grandfather may have been the son of a 

white plantation owner, and thus he enjoyed more 

freedom and opportunities than most African American 

children did. I can only surmise that they taught him how 

to read and write, and they afforded him many other 

opportunities unavailable to most people of color in 

those days. Not only was my grandfather kind, but he was 

an excellent role model. As I reflect on my childhood, I 

realize I was fortunate to have a man like my grandfather 

in my life. He was my first hero. 

The second person was my stepmother Lula Mae Perkins, 

who unlike my grandfather, could not read or write. 

Growing up, I would open the mail, read to her and my 
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father and I paid the bills. Despite her inability to read, 

she was nonetheless a wise woman. She cared for me as 

if I were her own – she ensured that I had meals, picking 

fresh vegetables from our garden each day, she made 

sure that I had a warm bed, clean clothing, fresh off the 

line, still hot from the sunny rays, smelling pure. We 

prayed before meals and she would keep me company as 

we watched old movies. I can still hear her humming a 

song as she worked. Each morning she asked me to bring 

my father’s breakfast to him out in the fields just as the 

sun rose. He was out there in the distance singing, too. 

The wind would carry his voice seemingly for miles in the 

wide-open fields in the early mornings. Those tunes 

helped ease the pain and suffering of farm life and hard 

work. The determination of my father and stepmother 

helped me to develop a sound work ethic. 

The third person entered my life when I was a young, 

fresh Private Investigator. Mr. Lee Morrow apparently 

saw something in me and devoted a great deal of time 

preparing me for the future. He was clean-cut and classy. 

By the time he was 38-years-old, he had spent 20 years in 

the military and had started a second career. He 

convinced me to come out of the field (PI) to pursue a 

Security Official’s position. In order to become an official, 

I had to pass a tough test that dealt with profit and loss, 

military and government contracts, security and security 

surveys. We would ride to different installations together 
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and, as we rode, he would quiz me for hours, day in and 

day out. Another lesson he taught me was to beat me to 

any installation. If we said we would meet at 6:00 a.m., 

he would have already had his breakfast, read the 

newspapers, finished the inspection and be waiting for 

me at 6:00 a.m. He gave freely of his expertise. Needless 

to say, I aced the test and became the company’s 

youngest corporate official at the age of 25. I don’t ever 

remember saying thank you or how much I appreciated 

his belief in me, his guidance, so today I say thank you Mr. 

Morrow. I appreciate all the opportunities you gave me. 

You’ll always be one of my personal heroes. 

 

Exercise #3: Who Are Your Heroes? 

Write that person (or persons) a letter. 

Thank them for being a member of your 

support system. Many times these 

people don't know what an impact they 

had on your life. Share the love. It 

doesn't cost a dime, and you can make 

someone's day. Perhaps at this point 

you might ask, "What exactly qualifies 

someone to be a hero?" Heroes can be 

anyone – anyone who added value to 

your life, offered assistance or advice, 

taught you a lesson or was simply your 
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most vocal cheerleader. Keep in mind 

that heroes don’t have to be perfect 

people. Goodness, most of us are not. 

Heroes just need to have made a 

difference in your life, in someone’s’ 

life that you care about or made a 

difference in the world.  

On the flip side, decide to be a hero, be a mentor, pay it 

forward. Not only will the person appreciate your efforts, 

but it will reduce stress within you, freeing your mind, 

refreshing your soul and physical well-being. Consider 

one of these initiatives: Volunteer at a school, a hospital 

or homeless shelter. Mentor a young colleague, fix a 

broken item for someone, be a coach or just live a 

respectful life. 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 = OBLIGATION AND OBSTACLES 

 

 

It is important to have a brief discussion about the 

difference between “Obligation” and “Commitment.” 

Commitment is the act of committing, pledging or 

engaging oneself; obligation is something by which a 

person is bound or is obliged to do certain things, and 

which arises out of a sense of duty or results from 

custom, law, regulation. 

Peter Bilodeau, a writer, blogger and editor, said: “When 

you get married, you agree to be committed to your 

spouse. You will do what you need to do to make the 

relationship work and build a life. You accept any 

obligations that your spouse puts upon you because you 

want to be committed to that person. For example, one 

spouse may elect to stay home with the children, while 

O 
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the other spouse goes to work to support the family. Each 

spouse accepts the obligations of those roles, because 

they want to be committed to the family.” 

Thus, an obligation is your debt and a commitment is your 

willingness to repay the debt. It is also important to note 

that an obligation is extrinsic, externally motivated. An 

obligation is environmental, outside, while a 

commitment is intrinsic; it’s a part of you and indeed a 

part of your character.  

During my grandfather’s era, obligations and 

commitments were made with a handshake. I ask you 

now, if you entered into an agreement to repay a debt, 

help a friend move or drive to visit someone on July 4, 

would you keep those obligations/commitments? Notice 

only one is an obligation – to repay a debt; the others are 

commitments. But the point remains the same: Would 

you keep your obligation/commitments? The answer to 

this question is crucial. Before you answer, check your 

credit score. This will give you a good indication of how 

good you are at meeting your obligations. Then check 

your list of contacts in your telephone. If you flake out on 

your friends all the time, the list may be on the short side. 

How people treat and respect you rests on how we treat 

and respect our commitments and obligations. 

If you have been so self-involved with your own life that 

you have neglected others, then make a decision to 
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change course. Human interaction and relationship make 

everything worthwhile. Don't settle for less than 

harmonious relationships. 

 

Exercise #4: Action – Set Up a Buddy System 

This may sound silly because we are 

geared to do things by ourselves, but 

everyone needs a buddy system. 

Arrange to have a buddy share an 

activity with you. When you actually 

express why you need a buddy system 

to a friend, your buddy probably won’t 

admit it, but it will help him or her as 

well. Everything falls into place when 

you have a friend to do it with, such as 

exercising together, cooking together 

or watching sports together. 

What you choose to do 40 hours (sometimes more) a 

week – your work and/or career – also falls under 

obligation/commitment. Sigmund Freud said the key to 

happiness is meaningful work and meaningful love. 

Getting the right balance between the two can be a 

challenge, but one thing is for sure: It’s important to 

spend time reflecting on what type of work will bring out 

your strengths and provide you with an engaging and 
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rewarding occupation. There is nothing worse than 

dreading Monday mornings – year in and year out. 

Consider the following bullet points regarding 

work/career: 

 Career versus a job: Are you in it for the money 

only? While it’s important to be financially secure, 

there are several other factors to consider when 

you choose a career or job. For instance, the 

schedule, the commute, the company culture, the 

company mission, the colleagues you will be 

working with, the nature of the work. If you can’t 

align yourself with several of these factors, there’s 

a good chance you may end up unhappy in your 

work. And work takes up too much time to be 

unhappy in it. Instead find something you love to 

do – or at the very least a job that provides a 

valuable service and engages your interest. Think 

about your work self and find a career that is 

meaningful. People who have a meaningful career 

have a passion for their chosen field, thus it’s a 

love and joy, not rejection and despair. 

 Satisfaction: Those who can't find satisfying and 

engaging work tend to jump from job to job. (A big 

red flag on your resume.) Maybe you are looking 

in all the wrong places. Career experts say 

research and networking are the most productive 
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ways to find meaningful work, so do the footwork 

before you accept a new job. Make sure it’s the 

right fit for you. It’s also important to work on 

your personal development as well. A thorough 

self-assessment will help you identify what is 

important to you. Some people get caught up 

hoping that externals are going to make them 

happy. When things don’t work out, they move on 

to the next adventure to feed their ego or 

emotional needs. Work on your “self-

contentment” before you try to find it outside 

yourself – in a job, a partner or your belongings. 

 Understanding the power of work: You’ve got to 

earn your way – not by looking for a handout but 

by lending a hand. Don’t have expectations that 

you are owed a living. As a child, you may have 

been given everything you asked for or wanted, 

without any kind of requirement on your part. 

Now you’re an adult, and that sense of 

entitlement must be put in check. So much in the 

workplace depends on your contribution. And it 

doesn’t hurt to be grateful, either.  

 Did you get the job on your own or did you come 

by it because of someone you knew? There's 

nothing wrong with knowing people – networking 

is, in fact, important – but that’s where the 

connection should end. You must prove that you 
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can do the job. Don’t expect favors. I won't 

recommend a person for a job unless I know that 

person is ready and able to carry on and that they 

will not let me down or embarrass me. They must 

produce. While it’s useful to network so you can 

get a foot in the door, it should be solely up to you 

to remain inside the door. 

 Consider the internals before the externals. The 

truth is we must look internally at ourselves to 

find rewarding work. Some people are afraid to 

look inside. They are frightened by the prospects 

of what they might see. These people surround 

themselves with people all the time, so that they 

won't be alone – alone with their thoughts, mind 

and soul. Take the time to evaluate your thoughts 

about work; establish what’s important to you. If 

you want to work abroad, you can make it 

happen. If you want to earn $1 million, you can 

make that happen, too. If you want to save the 

world, or your neck of the woods, that’s a real 

possibility. You just need to decide what your 

priorities are and then discover the inroads to that 

opportunity. You do have a choice about the type 

of work you do. I ask, "Are you living your life by 

choice or by chance?” 
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During my early days at the Meadowlands, just starting 

up the operation, we purchased 50 revolvers to protect 

the teller windows. One security officer I asked to wear a 

weapon refused to because it did not pay any additional 

money. Believe me, it wasn’t because he didn’t believe in 

weapons or had religious concerns. It was simply because 

it didn’t have a higher wage attached to the 

responsibility. When it came time for me to promote 

people, I considered his actions, his motivation, his 

loyalty, his commitment. I decided not to promote this 

individual. He was not a team player, and he was all about 

the dollar, and less about the well-being and safety of the 

organization. 

Once you find that career or engaging job that brings out 

the best in you, do not settle into your cubicle and 

hibernate. Instead grow and become a lifelong learner. 

Volunteer for tough assignments, reach out to colleagues 

outside your department and contribute to the overall 

health and bottom line of your company.  

It took me years to complete the certifications necessary 

to become a CFE, CPP, CMP. All this extra work and effort 

took time away from my personal pursuits as well as my 

family. That’s why, when I was awarded the prestigious 

Charles A. McElravy Award in 2013, I wanted my younger 

sons to be with me at the presentation. Jonathan, a 

student at UNC Pembroke, and Justin, a student at 

Campbell University, are very good reasons to work so 
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hard. (My daughter, Christina, a physiology major at UNC 

Chapel Hill was unable to attend because of a conflict 

with her classes.) It’s important children know that hard 

work eventually pays off.  

 

Plans and dreams: Adults aren’t the only ones who are 

future-oriented. Kids and teens are concerned about the 

future as well. Students prepare for the future by 

considering their educational opportunities; job seekers 

find rewarding and enriching jobs so they can move 

forward with plans to make those dreams a reality either 

by saving for a house, car, boat, paying off student loans, 

etc. All of these passages are career builders.  They are 

the events that test the mettle and strengthen.  But the 

journey never ends. We need to continue to grow and 

expand. While it’s important to enjoy and be grateful for 
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the fruits of your labor, don’t get too comfortable. There 

is always room for improvement. 

Kids and Teens 

  >Dreams….>College….>Preparation….>Job….>Career 

Dating….>Marriage…>Family 

Desensitizing our Mind….>Desensitizing our 

Body….>Desensitizing our Soul 

Spirit…>Personality…>Character 

 

100 Name Club: I started a 100 Name Club at the PNC 

Arena by designing special “100 Name Club” hats that we 

gave out to staff who learned the names of 100 

customers. Each night we gave them sheets with some of 

the names of season ticket holders in their assigned 

section for the evening. (As an alternative, some had to 

learn a combination of employees and customers.) 

Learning other people’s names brings us out of our own 

self-centeredness. It shows we are interested in “the 

other” not just ourselves. 

Preparing for our future: Along with commitments and 

obligations, another component to keep in mind is duty. 

Duty as a parent: When we choose to have children – by 

giving life to another human being – we have a duty to 

our offspring to protect and care for them. Did you 
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promise to raise this life, nurture it and care for it? We 

not only have a legal obligation but also a moral 

obligation to see to it that this life that we brought into 

this world is nurtured. We must provide these children 

with life skills so that they can become productive citizens 

– offspring that carry on just as our forefathers did.  

Duty to an employer: Everyone wants decent, equal 

wages, recognition, freedom of speech, good working 

conditions, but often the employer is not getting full 

value for the wages being paid. We show up late, call in 

sick, take a break as soon as we get to work. We gossip, 

spend time on the computers with personal matters, take 

long lunches, complain about the boss, co-workers and 

the responsibilities heaped on our plate. We never 

recognize that we have entered a contract to provide 

services. Instead we have expectations from our 

superiors and our employers to only hold up their end of 

the bargain. Be grateful you have a job and recognize that 

you are not owed anything in this life. Ask yourself, 

would you hire you? If you are in a truly exasperating 

work situation, then find new work that suits you better. 

Don’t just sit there and complain for years and years. 
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Duty as a good neighbor: The world has changed; adopt 

a global attitude. We may have firm principles about 

peace and minding our own business, but we also have 

responsibilities to the rest of the world. We have a moral 

obligation to help others. The Mideast is a cauldron of 

conflict. And you might argue that we have no right to be 

there, but we cannot isolate ourselves. What happens in 

the Middle East impacts how we live in the West. We 

have a duty to support our friends and to reprimand our 

enemies (whether it’s ISIS, Boko Haram or Al Qaeda). We 

also have a duty to become involved in our community. 

Start looking at how we are all connected instead of how 

we are all disconnected. 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

= IMAGE (INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL) 

 

I have spent a good part of time in this book writing about 

how essential the internal aspect of our self-development 

is over the external, so maybe it seems contradictory to 

focus on image now. Actually I want to emphasize that 

your image needs to be a reflection of who you are on the 

inside – not a mask you wear to manipulate others.  

But before we explore image any further, it’s a good idea 

to mention that it’s important to distinguish between 

your wants and your needs before going into any depth 

about image.  

Let’s face it, as Maslow pointed out, there are needs that 

must be satisfied before we get lost in our desires. 

Everyone needs a roof over their heads, family, food on 

the table, transportation, good health and a way to earn 

a living. Those are real needs.  Before self-actualization 

I 
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(or self-development) takes place, you have to figure out 

the logistics – the business of living – the where you will 

live, how you will make a living, what family structure 

suits you the best, how you will make ends meet.  That’s 

basic 101 living. 

Your needs – and how you manifest them – are not the 

summation of who you are. 

Now let’s turn the focus on wants: I wanted a new 

camera, I had an Olympia with 1 mega bit capacity. I 

wanted a new Canon with 8 mega bits, which means the 

resolution of the picture would be higher and much 

clearer.  

I love taking photographs of old things and the landscape. 

Did the quality of the pictures diminish because I used an 

old camera? What was I really trying to achieve that I 

couldn’t now achieve with my old camera? Nothing, I 

wanted a faster camera, higher resolution pictures and 

the new Canon would provide me the flexibility to 

manipulate pictures and not lose quality for larger prints. 

I could blow up a picture the size of a billboard and not 

lose significant quality with a new camera. Had I ever 

actually printed a picture that large? No, not even once. 

Did I need a camera for work? No I am not a professional 

photographer and if I need photographs for work, I hire 

someone to take them. Then what? What was it? It was 

…a new…TOY. I felt like I couldn’t live without that new 
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toy. I took the following two photographs with my old 

camera. 

 

 
 

I rarely take photos of people. I love nature and that’s 

what will motivate me to pull the camera out of the bag 

and shoot. It’s something about looking at nature that 

takes me back to a kinder and gentler time (well some of 

those times were not so kind and gentle). I especially love 

taking photos of the Eastern North Carolina town I grew 

up in: Enfield. It’s a rural town – surrounded by fields of 

tobacco, soy, corn and cotton. My photographs of the 

place paint word pictures of those times and often I find 

myself traveling outback, off the beaten path, on old 

country roads, driving and reflecting on years and times 

gone by. The photographs help me to remember that 
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many of my memories of the place were positive – even 

though I ran away from Enfield and went to New York City 

with $1.72 in my pocket. I want balance in my life. But I 

also want balance in my memories. 

 

 
 

Here’s the funny thing about wants. Wants tend to 

generate more wants. I have a house that is 1,400 square 

feet. It’s too small. Too small for what? I’m a single guy, I 

live alone and I have three bedrooms, 2-and-a-half baths 

and a garage, so why do I think I need a bigger house? 

Well, I ran out of wall space for my pictures. I’ve collected 

some wonderful artwork from around the world and I 

want to display them, thus I need a new house. At least 

that’s what it seems like.   
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Your wants and needs are part of your external image, 

but they do not tell the whole story.  Sometimes you have 

to unlock old stories from the past to get a more accurate 

view of your current world. Don’t be afraid to examine all 

the artifacts of your life. They hold a lot of truth. 

 

 
 

Mind conception and response: Whatever the mind can 

conceive, the body will do its best to accommodate. 

You’ve heard that statement, “Be careful what you wish 

for.” Well, it’s true. The mind is a powerful tool – once 

you set your thought patterns to an idea, the mind will 

embrace it and do its utmost to make it a reality. Some 

call it “self-fulfilling prophecy”. That’s why it’s so 

important to fill your brain with positive messages and 

make sure you manifest what is good and productive 

rather than negative and miserable.  
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Too often, when people are cultivating the image they 

want to show the world, they wear their wants and needs 

on their sleeves – as though that’s who they really are. 

Sure, it’s fun to carry around a fancy camera that takes 

sharp photos, but that’s just part of the trappings. Sure 

it’s nice to have a 2016 car, but that’s not who you are 

either. The image you want to polish needs to push 

through from a deeper reservoir.  

A colleague of mine, Davin Olsen, always talks about 

image. He likes to say, “Image is everything.” It’s a slogan 

he lives by and our entire staff knows his stance on image. 

But he’s not just talking about our building, or a Rolex 

watch or BMW.  

“A 2006 Princeton University study found that it takes 

just one-tenth of a second to make judgments about a 

person based on their facial appearance.” The image you 

project will be reflected back, so why not flush a warm, 

sincere smile. When people are greeted in a friendly, 

cordial manner, it is our nature to respond with a similar 

gesture.  

Your image and body language speak loud and clear; in 

fact, as people observe you, they are reading your signs 

and gaining 75 percent of their understanding of you just 

from that first impression. If you’re hunched over and 

averting eye contact, most people won’t consider you 
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open and friendly. They may, in fact, draw the opposite 

conclusion. If you’re talking a mile a minute and not 

letting anyone else get a word in, they may conclude 

you’re not a good listener. If you live in your gym outfits 

or haven’t washed your hair in two weeks, they might 

assume you’re not the most organized person in the 

world.  So these things do count – they are more than the 

external trappings.   

Children pick up on these cues right away. They mimic our 

behavior, eat like us, dress like us, talk like us, and in later 

years, they may even decorate their houses like ours. 

They get the message quickly, so it behooves us, if we are 

parents or teachers or bosses or ministers, to send the 

right messages out. 

Internal image: But let’s get back to our internal image – 

how we see ourselves and, consequently, how we carry 

ourselves. It all reflects on our image: who we are and 

what we are. It is this internal image that shows our inner 

strength, confidence and pride. It radiates outward, and 

effects how others see us. Instead of worrying about how 

others will judge all our wants and needs – the external 

trappings – focus instead on the following: 

You are an intelligent person. Recognize this. Wisdom, 

gleaned from painful experience, builds your judgment, 

so you can make reasoned decisions. Knowledge and 

competence set you apart. Talents and skills, carefully 
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nurtured, win respect from your peers. You are not 

arrogant. Calm and controlled, you exercise common 

sense – that most notable of virtues. You have attained 

maturity.  

You are an honest person. Your source of inner strength 

is rock-solid integrity, an ironclad sense of honor. Practice 

restraint and do not abuse your authority over others. 

Have a kind, generous heart and help those less 

fortunate. Value morality, but show compassion toward 

the weaknesses of others – and understand your own.  

Some people are quiet and shy. But this should not be a 

reason to hide who you are. On the contrary, your 

shyness sets you apart and gives you your own particular 

charm. Shyness is your center, your power, your shield 

and armor. Wear it proudly. You know what they say 

about still waters. Let your depth shine. 

 

Life is funny, sometimes bizarre. Laugh at it, and at your 

own self. People who take themselves too seriously are 

pompous, and usually end up making spectacles of 

themselves. A sense of humor keeps things in 

perspective, preserves your sanity and might even 

entertain your friends and associates. 
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 Give yourself permission to be a thoughtful and caring 

person. One way to do this is to be an attentive listener. 

As such, you inspire trust in others, and they freely 

express their feelings in your presence. Your sensitivity 

gives you insight into their needs. Express your own 

feelings in an honest, but discrete, manner, and do not 

hide your vulnerability. Give and accept compliments. 

Help. Give comfort. Be a friend. 
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Exercise #5: Unlikely Heroes 

Read about people who have surpassed 

everyone’s expectations. Someone like 

Susan Boyle, who was virtually 

unknown – singing karaoke at the local 

tavern and in the church choir until she 

was encouraged to enter “Britain’s Got 

Talent” when she was 48 years old. Let 

these unlikely heroes inspire you to 

follow your dreams. Notice how these 

heroes broke the mold by ignoring 

conventional limitations.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 = CARING 

 

 

No matter what: Be civil. You may be dealing with the 

most difficult person in the world – at home, in business, 

in your community – but you must be civil at all times and 

at all costs. Do not burn bridges, even if you cannot think 

of one good thing to say about a person and that person 

is equally unimpressed with you. 

 

If this seems like a no-brainer to you, then spend some 

time on social media or listen to a few talk show 

personalities. The degree of uncivil behavior is 

astounding. Whatever you do, try to remain neutral and 

unbiased. Refrain from name calling – such as 

numbskulls, idiots, incompetents, unenlightened 

bumpkins – the list goes on. Nothing good comes from 

accusatory and insulting behavior. Even if you are 

frustrated by another person’s behavior, refrain from 

C 
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attack. You are not always going to see eye-to-eye with 

everyone – that’s a given – but you don’t have to push 

someone into a corner either. Retreat, rethink and then 

respond when you are in a more cordial frame of mind. 

 

Be sensitive to others: Sometimes we have to refocus our 

energies to where they will do the most good. Move on 

and concentrate your energies on something positive. 

Build your compassion muscle so you don’t shoot from 

the hip the next time your teenager asks you for a 

hundred dollars or your co-worker blames you for a lost 

sale or your next-door neighbor throws a stick at your cat. 

There are so many ways to shift your mindset to a positive 

one. No matter what your financial status, you can 

contribute. Work in a homeless kitchen; become a Big 

Brother; coach a Little League team; plant a community 

garden, help the church out with a painting project. 

 

I have spent a lot of time working on Foster-A-Voice. It is 

a cause dear to my heart because my mother abandoned 

me when I was growing up and I have a pretty good idea 

how these children feel.  When it comes to foster care, 

the statistics are staggering: 

 

• 50% of girls in foster care get pregnant within 

years of aging out. 
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• 74% of former foster kids are in the US prison 

system. 

• 50% of fosters are incarcerated two years 

after aging out. 

• 80% of youths on death row are fosters. 

• 30% of the homeless in America were once in 

foster care. 

• 40% of foster children are white; 34% are 

black; 18% are Hispanic. 

 

I was so moved by the plight of these children that we 

raised funds and created a mini-documentary called 

Silence. It was very gratifying that my family got involved 

with the project. My son even composed the music. I 

spend a lot of time and money working on Foster-A-

Voice. There is real work that needs to be done – and 

spending time on other people’s antics doesn’t seem very 

productive. Providing service to an underserved 

population, on the other hand, helps me to feel good 

about myself. Service to others literally boosts my self-

esteem. 

 

Author Ashley Rhodes-Courter’s entered into the foster 

care system at the age of 3, where she remained until she 

was 12-years-old. When she was finally adopted – 

through persistence and determination – she overcame 

her upbringing and wrote a book to tell her incredible 
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story. Her book, Three Little Words, is a powerful 

testament. What are those three words – the magical 

three little words that we all want to hear, want to feel, 

want to know? They are the words that tell us that we 

matter, that someone cares about us. Those three little 

words – not 30, 300 or 300,000 – can make all the 

difference in a person’s life. I know you know what those 

words are. 

Rhodes-Courter endured trauma in her life, abuse, 

hunger, physical pain; she even witnessed a shooting. But 

as Three Little Words states, we can heal from physical 

pain; it’s the scars of emotional pain that are often with 

us for a lifetime. 

We have so many great examples of people extending 

themselves and helping out. Remember the response to 

Hurricane Katrina and 911; people risked their lives and 

health for the greater good of mankind. These were 

catastrophic events that pulled people together, but 

every day there are individuals who go above and beyond 

by serving others. Find a worthy cause that you can throw 

yourself into.  

 

Look for the good in other people. Some of us are prone 

to look for the negative in everything. You know those 

people. You see them everyday. The glass is always half-

empty. If they can’t speak negatively, they don’t know 

what to say. Even when a person is being honored, they 
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will find fault in it: “They don’t deserve that award.” Try 

not to engage these people.  

 

We can always catch someone doing something poorly. 

For everyone’s sake, take the time to catch someone 

doing something good. Take joy in other people’s 

successes and make sure you do not burn bridges; you 

never know when you will have to cross that bridge again. 
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Don’t be careless with another person’s feelings. Walk in 

their shoes before you spout off about what they are 

doing wrong. We are human and we are fallible, so 

perfection is going to elude us no matter how hard we 

work or how devoted we are to our principles. Always 

keep this in mind when the temptation of judging others 

surfaces. 

 

Put self-help first: It’s important to take care of yourself, 

too. Boarding an airplane, the flight attendant will 

announce that in case we lose air pressure; put your mask 

on first to start the flow of oxygen…before helping others, 

including your children. There is a reason for this 

directive:  you cannot help others if you don’t survive, or 

are ill or incapacitated. 

 

Setting boundaries: A boundary is something you put in 

place to protect and take care of yourself. Some 

boundaries are like concrete walls and nothing can get 

through. It’s the rule, the end. Others are more like the 

emperor’s new clothes. You think they exist, and look 

great, but really you’re walking around completely 

exposed – vulnerable. And there are infinite variations in-

between. The fact is that you cannot have any healthy 

relationships without boundaries. 
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Envision a relationship where absolutely nothing is off 

limits? It’s insanity, isn’t it? We all have to draw lines, but, 

too often, we don’t define where those lines are and 

what is off-limits. Clarify your boundaries, so you can 

make careful choices, when your emotions aren’t running 

so high. Be very specific about what works for you and 

what doesn’t. 

 

Some people are afraid to set boundaries. They are afraid 

other people may get angry or think they are selfish. Rest 

assured that the people in your life with whom you have 

healthy relationships will be there, even when you start 

setting boundaries. If you’re not willing to insist on 

respect, you will not get it. Teach people how to treat 

you; you have the right to the same consideration and 

respect as anyone else. Part of your happiness in life is 

going to be developing healthy, interdependent 

relationships. You can only develop those relationships 

by figuring out what your healthy boundaries are. Think 

of it as a kind of contract; for instance, “Here’s what I 

need from you and here’s what I can give.” 

 

Celebrate the new you: Establish, re-establish or 

redefine relationships within the family of origin. As you 

transition into your new boundaries, realize this is a 

process and it will take a good deal of exploring, soul-

searching and trial-and-error before you settle into the 
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family relationships that work well for you. These will 

change over time, perhaps getting deeper with some 

family members, and more distant with others. 

Sometimes the best choice we can make is to distance 

ourselves from our families of origin; for others it is 

possible to redefine what a “real family” looks like (and 

there are a whole lot of in-between options as well). 

 

No matter what the outcome of your efforts, celebrate 

your newfound strength and your personal power: 

 Figure out what it is you like best about your 

biological family: Are you music lovers? Does your 

family have the most elaborate Halloween 

costumes? Does your Grandma make the best 

tamales or black-eyed peas? Take the rituals, 

traditions and characteristics you most appreciate 

in your biological family and make them your own 

traditions. 

 Notice when you have set successful boundaries. 

Make sure you understand why you chose a 

specific boundary and how it serves you. Give 

yourself a pat on the back, perhaps even reward 

yourself with something you’ve wanted to splurge 

on. Recognize your achievements. This is hard 

work. Boundary setting is not for wimps! 

 Stop and celebrate the little bits of progress as 

you go. If you are a foster or adopted, and you’re 
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just looking for your family, recognize your 

bravery and initiative when you manage to find an 

address, phone number or Facebook page. If 

you’re just getting to know your family again, give 

yourself some credit for showing up, for being 

willing to take a risk.  

 

At this point, you might want to ask yourself a few 

questions, especially if you have already worked through 

the earlier exercises. Perhaps your priorities have shifted 

after considering some of the preceding points. Maybe 

your idea of success has changed. Or maybe you have 

placed more value on your relationships as opposed to 

your bottom line.  
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Exercise #6: Defining Success  

1. What is your definition of success and 

fulfillment at this stage in your 

life?  Are you actively pursuing it? 

2. What do you want to get out of 
changing? What tangible and 
intangible results would be produced? 

3. Following this same line of thought, 
what could have kept you from 
achieving your desired 
outcomes?  What would be the cost of 
not succeeding? 

4. Where will you be a year from now if 
nothing changes? 

5. Have you set reasonable boundaries or 
are you still allowing people to walk all 
over you because you are afraid they 
may not like you otherwise? 

6. Be honest with yourself: Do you 
believe you can change an unhealthy 
relationship into a healthy one? 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 = EMBRACING AND EMPOWERING 

 

 

We must embrace our past. We cannot change it, but we 

can learn and grow from it. The lessons of life are 

powerful tools. Many of these lessons were very difficult. 

The path you traveled no doubt was bumpy, with deep 

valleys and muddy waters along the way, but those 

challenges were needed in order for you to grow and get 

ready for the road ahead. Only after navigating these 

minefields do you now know how to deal with life in an 

effective way. 

As a young manager, I didn’t know how to be an effective 

leader. I didn’t know how to socialize with my 

subordinates. At times, they thought I was being selfish, 

rude, unkind and snobbish. In reality, I just didn’t know 

how to be a boss and interact with them. I thought that 

by interacting with them that they would not respect me 

E 
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as a leader. Instead they would treat me as a colleague, 

which I did not think was appropriate. (After all, I had 

worked very hard to get to be a manager and I wanted to 

prove to my superiors that I could do the job.) 

Through some trial and error, I achieved the right balance 

in how I interacted with my subordinates. But, more 

importantly, I learned (years later) that what really saw 

me through these rough patches was my Character. That 

was the key difference. I used my strong sense of 

character as an armor to strengthen me. My character 

spoke loud and clear. I never had to say a word; in fact, it 

was what I didn’t say or things that I didn’t allow myself 

to do that spoke volumes. It was evident to my direct 

reports that I had strong morals, values, a deep sense of 

equality. I treated others with respect and I led by 

example. 

The power of your name: I believe in the power of your 

name. It is the one thing we can totally control. I tell my 

children that, above all else, your name (meaning your 

character, your honesty, your reputation, your 

commitment to do the right thing when no one is looking) 

should inspire trust. That’s why it’s so important to build 

your reputation on solid footing. Be generous, kind, fair, 

compassionate and trustworthy. People will remember 

that more than the number of degrees you have or the 

size of your house. On a business level, no one will engage 
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with you if they cannot trust you. Your name and 

reputation are vitally important.  

Embrace your professionalism and empower others: 

Professionalism goes hand in hand with your image, but 

it’s essential to realize that the focus of your 

professionalism is just as much about others as it is about 

yourself. Work a little harder than the next guy, so you 

can lead by example. Not only does it open the doors to 

promotion, but it shows others what the expectations 

are. Use your hard work as a teaching tool. And, 

whenever possible, avoid controversy and disputes. 

Staying out of the fray will reap a lot of benefits. After all, 

drama is a distraction. It’s also a surefire way to lose your 

cool, which is not something you want to do as a 

professional. And be a lifelong learner. The workplace has 

undergone seismic technological change. Don’t resist it. 

 Attend professional development courses to help 

your skill set. 

 Be generous with your time and mentor others. 

 Treat everyone with respect – customers, clients, 

assistants, janitors. 

 Follow up promptly with requests. 

 Ask yourself every day how you contributed to 

your work environment. 

 Be solution-oriented, not problem-oriented. 
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 Be a person that others like to work with – 

pleasant, positive and cooperative. 

 Give other people credit for the work they do. 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

= START TODAY 

 

 

We all like to dream about the future – how things will be 

different once the kids are old enough to take care of 

themselves, or once you have a less demanding schedule, 

or once you move to a new job or once you have enough 

money to open your own business. The list goes on and 

on. But let me quote Lou Holtz again, “In this world, 

you're either growing or you're dying – so get in motion 

and grow.” Stop waiting around for the perfect scenario. 

It rarely happens. Instead you have to make it happen, in 

spite of your young family, your crazy schedule or your 

financial outlook. You have heard it again and again: 

today, not tomorrow, is the best time to start work on 

your dreams.  

 

S 
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Have a game plan: But first you will have to have a game 

plan – a game plan that you will commit to paper. Start to 

formulate your ideas. Read up on your venture or goal. 

Talk to experts in the field who can provide you with 

some advice. Go to seminars. Find out as much as you can 

about the feasibility of this plan. 

 

Many people stay in daydreaming mode for years. Don’t 

do that. Instead set a time and date that you would like 

to manifest your plan. Work through it step by step. If you 

have given it a lot of thought and considered all the 

ramifications, then it’s time to put it into action.  

 

 Stop competing against a ghost of your former 

self. 

 Stop procrastinating. You may think you have all 

the time in the world to fulfill your dreams 

(especially if your 18- or 20-years-old), but, in 

reality, you don’t. Put your biggest dream at the 

top of your To-Do list – not at the bottom. 

 Develop a frame of reference about who you are 

and what you believe in. 

 You cannot rely solely on luck. You must be ready 

for opportunities when they present themselves.  
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Exercise #7: Create a Game Plan Today 

 

You must take action. Write your game 

plan and mail it to someone in the next 

72 hours. Mail it via snail mail (and not 

email) to the first person you tell of 

your game plan. Writing something 

down has a way of solidifying and 

clarifying your actions. And once you 

tell another individual, it makes you 

more accountable. 

 

If procrastination is a problem for you, ask yourself what 

is more painful: Doing or postponing? Usually the answer 

is that procrastination is more painful than action. Often 

one of the reasons we procrastinate is that we are all 

hung up on perfection. Know that your initial efforts are 

going to be sketchy at best. You have to be OK with that; 

otherwise you will stall and stall and stall. Just give 

yourself enough time (which you don’t have if you 

procrastinate) to amend and edit yourself.   

 

Every great inventor claims there are more failures than 

successes in their endeavors. Look at any composers’ 

notes for their symphonies (full of scratches and 

deletions) and you’ll see they don’t get it right the first 

time (sometimes the tenth time) either. Every basketball 
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player in the professional leagues started out shooting 25 

percent or less from the foul line. Don’t be afraid to come 

to terms with imperfection.  

 

Think about your game plan and consider all aspects of 

the puzzle – not just “I want to be in charge of the 

Northeastern Division by the time I’m 26.” Take a 

balanced approach – make the plan integral to your mind, 

body and soul. Self-satisfaction comes when we take a 

holistic approach in our game plans. 

 

Mind:  Be willing to work hard, research and be creative. 

Remember the line from the movie, Wizard of Oz? “Pay 

no attention to the man behind the curtain.” Don’t let the 

“man behind the curtain” – the inner critic or your fear of 

what others will think of you – put a damper on your 

creative output. Write your game plan in your own words 

– the simpler, the better – and mail it to your designated 

recipient. Your game plan will give you a really good idea 

about who you are and what it is that you really want. 

 

Body: Pay attention to your physical health. It’s 

important. Get rid of toxins – whatever slows you down, 

makes you tired or clouds your vision. A healthy body 

promotes a healthy mind. It’s hard to concentrate on 

anything when you are ill.  We get energy by getting our 

bodies ready for the challenges ahead. And remember 
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that stress is bad for the body, too. Everyone has 

deadlines and unruly schedules. Don’t let them get to 

you. Find ways to de-stress; ways to replenish the system. 

And remind yourself that anger, bitterness and 

resentment can be just as damaging to the body as a pack 

of cigarettes, Big Mac or double martini. 

 

Soul: We must come to terms with our loved ones, with 

the people from our past who helped along the way – 

your mentors and your heroes.  It’s important to 

communicate with those who you were not very kind to 

as well. Make amends. There is nothing more liberating 

for the soul than asking for forgiveness. Do a good deed. 

Don’t just take or try to get all you can get out of the 

situation for yourself. 

 

Penny story: Finding a penny reminds me to pray and give 

thanks. I am not talking about wishful thinking or wishing 

your life away. Gratitude and prayer are not the exclusive 

property of church-going folks. Praying is an affirmation 

of your principles and beliefs. It provides comfort and it 

can also drive you in a good direction by reaffirming your 

character. Use prayer to heighten your self-satisfaction 

and the choices you make and for the way you treat 

others. I am not advocating religion, but I am advocating 

a holistic system – mind, body, spirit – to guide you in this 

life. Use prayer and gratitude to help anchor the 
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principles covered in this book. If you are struggling right 

now, just take a look at the evening news. Regardless of 

our current worries or trouble, we have a lot to be 

grateful for.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Much of the material in this book is based on the many 

workshops and seminars I have given throughout the 

years. And my new book, Buck Seventy-Two, also focuses 

on changing from within. We all know that we have 

choices in life. How we decide which choices to accept 

and to live by is another matter. After writing Buck 

Seventy-Two and this book, I was inspired to base some 

of my keynote speeches on the topic of transformational 

change. I believe we are all where we want to be in life. 

And if we are not, then we need to find the power to 

change. 

 

I have returned many times to the small, rural town 

where I was raised since running away to New York City 

at the age of 16. These visits remind me that the world 

can be a very small place or a very big place. No one has 

to stay where they started. Enfield has approximately 

2,500 people, but, when I hit the proverbial fork in the 

road back home, I made a decision to take a path that 

allowed me to see and experience the rest of the world. I 

have not forgotten where I came from. It has made me 
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who I am and I am proud of it. But life is all about 

transformation.  

 

 
 

The day I arrived at this plantation (at the age of 9), I 

didn’t realize that this path would be the path that would 

take me around the world. Beyond the grove of tall trees 

stood a beautiful plantation house, standing tall and 

majestic, just beyond that house was an old slave hut, 

where we lived, beyond that were open fields where we 

worked, and beyond that was a back road – the path I 

took the day I left Enfield – one that led me to 

exploration, service, rewarding work and love. 



 

 

 

ENDNOTES 

 

I read a lot of material on self-development, but there 

are certain books and writers that have made an impact 

on me. I have listed them below, as well as other 

references in the order these references appeared. 

1. Mike Krzyzewski, Leading with the Heart: Coach 

K's Successful Strategies for Basketball, Business, 

and Life. Warner Business Books: 2001. 

2. Lou Holtz: Winning Every Day: The Game Plan for 

Success. Harper Business: 1999. 

3. Paul Sloane: 

http://www.innovationmanagement.se/imtool-

articles/look-for-the-solution-within-the-

problem/. 

4. Companies that started in a garage: 

https://www.americanexpress.com/us/small-

business/openforum/articles/6-incredible-

companies-that-started-in-a-garage/. 

5. Various writings by Abraham Maslow; also 

information found in Wikipedia. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Maslow. 

6. Peter Bilodeau, writer and editor: http://peter-

writeforme.com/2013/09. 
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7. Much of the information on Image is based on 

the writings of Hermann Hesse.  

8. First Impressions: 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/05/30/th

e-science-and-art-of-fi_n_5399004.html. 

9. Steven Covey, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective 

People: Powerful Lessons in Personal Change, 

Simon and Schuster: 2013. 

10. While not directly quoted, I have been 

influenced by the writings of Napolean Hill, 

especially Think and Grow Rich. Tarcher (revised 

and enlarged edition): 2005. 

11. Adonis “Sporty” Jeralds, The Champion In You, 

Xulon Press, 2002 
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GIVING BACK 

 

Perkins believes in giving back. He understands that if you 

help those less fortunate than you, their lives as well as 

yours will be fulfilled. He is involved with the following 

organizations: 
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Foster-A-Voice (www.FosterAVoice.com) is a nonprofit 

organization focused on bringing about awareness, 

education, providing support and being a voice for foster 

children, adoptions, kinship care and for those children 

living in an unsafe environment. Foster-A-Voice 
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accomplishes its mission by being an advocate for federal 

and local funding. He is an advocate of bringing about 

changes in the law to help reduce the bureaucracy and 

the time it takes to become a licensed foster care parent 

and provider and by supporting programs already in 

place, such as the Foster Care Foundation, Foster Alumni 

Association and Kinship Care Programs. He led a team to 

create a short film entitled Silence that focuses on the 

plight of foster children and the many crises situations 

that places children in the foster system.  “Cycle Out“ is a 

program that utilizes volunteer mentors, grouping them 

according to skill sets, such as; accounting, healthcare, 

business, finance, trades, educators and Influencers. The 

idea of these groupings is patterned after an internship 

program; where fosters rotate from one mentor to 

another with the skill sets mentioned, over a period of 

weeks/months. By engaging fosters in this fashion, 

mentors help them break the cycle. Fosters enter the 

program before aging out to the world. "Foster-A-

Vacation” asks families to take a foster on vacation with 

them, to expose them to new adventures and 

possibilities. “Foster-A-Voice’s, Cycle Out” is an annual 

fundraising event held before the national Foster Care 

Awareness Month (May) each year. It’s an opportunity to 

highlight our programs, present those who have 

participated in them, thank mentors and our sponsors 

and raise funds. FAV Scholarship Program will aid fosters 
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in necessities needed so they can attend college or trade 

school. He has spent a lifetime giving back and he is 

passionate about “Caring Globally,” a nonprofit, 

charitable organization that seeks to help others, “no 

matter the need.” Perkins has traveled the world and has 

shared his stories of deprivation, abandonment and 

segregation to hundreds (now retold in his memoir, Buck 

Seventy-Two). Perkins helped lead a program called, 

“Staying in School, Living a Healthy Life, “ in New Jersey 

along with N.Y. Giants star George Martin, Carl Banks, Dr. 

Ronnie Barns (a native of Wilson, N.C., a town where he 

labored in tobacco) and Jonathan Gibbs, Jr., whose family 

founded Florida’s A and M University. The goal of staying 

in school was to reach elementary school kids before they 

got to high school to enrich their lives with alternatives 

other than destructive peer pressure. He is also involved 

with the United Negro College Fund, a program 

dedicated to raising funds for underserved colleges and 

those who would not obtain a higher education 

otherwise. 
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